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My first book, Man on Top Top – Lose Fat, Get Fit, and Control
Your Weight for Life, details my complete system for losing weight
and keeping it off. My now wife, Galina Ivanova Denzel, and I took
our experiences with my own weight loss journey, hers in owning
the most successful gym and personal training studio in Bulgaria,
and our interviews with clients, family, and friends, and distilled it
all down into one, easy to implement program that gradually
builds good habits over time, virtually guaranteeing your success.

Introduction
Less than five percent of all dieters maintain their
weight loss beyond five years.
My friend Lou Schuler, of Men’s Health Magazine and The New
Rules of Lifting series, has pointed out that less than 5% of all
dieters maintain their weight loss beyond five years. That’s an
ugly statistic, but one you can and will beat!

When Galya and I started writing Man on Top, we wanted to give
you no option of failure, so we interviewed many people who
successfully lost weight and kept it off, and we found the
following common denominators of success:

People who know me, know that I’ve lost over one hundred
pounds, and I’ve kept them off for over ten years. I beat the odds,
and I know plenty of people who have also beaten them.

Five common denominators of weight loss success

How other people lost weight & kept it off

1. The time is never always right

If you were climbing a mountain, it would help to know you are
not the first one to venture there.

There’s never going to be a perfect time to start changing your
body. When you look at it, the body you have today is the result
of months and years of choices. It just so happens they were
choices that took you away from your goal.

If you looked in the mirror and thought you could lose some
weight, wouldn’t it help to know that you are not alone?
The fact is it’s easy to gain weight, and not that easy to lose it. Yet,
there are people who wanted to lose weight and made it happen.
To be successful at fat loss, you need to know where you stand
and what needs to be done to get to your goal.

We each only have so much energy to change, and sometimes we
imagine that it’s going to take huge amounts of effort to get fit
and healthy. Shows like The Biggest Loser don’t help, either. Just
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know that every day that we don’t change confirms that huge
misconception. One more day being your old self isn’t just one
more day in a body you are no longer happy with, but it’s also a
day in a body that’s even more steps away from how you want it
to be.

In each of the people we interviewed, something clicked at some
point; they realized that they couldn’t put things off until
tomorrow anymore. They started ‘now’ by buying and reading a
book, immediately eating healthier, or going to the gym. It’s not
always the perfect start, but a start is always a good start.

There are no perfect circumstances that need to come together in
order to succeed. You eat every day, and you might as well eat the
right things. You move every day, and you might as well do the
best exercise for your body.

2. Have a plan
Getting educated is what counts the most in fat loss. Most of my
clients, family, and friends tried many things before they found
what works best. Doing what works best for your weight loss goal
equals results, and results equal motivation to keep going. Many
people waste a golden chance at permanent weight loss by
making the wrong choice in diets and making efforts that only
temporarily improve their body.

Every extra pound added before you start is an extra pound that
has to come off later. You might feel like the time is never right to
start, but because it will get harder if you don’t, it’s always the
right time to start.
In a few pages, you’ll read about the Kickstart program, which is a
gentle, easy way to kick off your new journey, and get on your
way to a life improving transformation! The decision to start
might be tough, but the first steps in our program are not. Read it
and see!

It is common dietary mythology that fad diets lead to even greater
rebound weight. While we don’t advocate fad diets, I will say that
it’s not the diet that led to the extra fat down the road, but the
lack of education that the diet provided. Sure, the weight was
lost, but without knowing the whys and hows, and without
learning the ongoing practices of weight maintenance, keeping
the fat off was unlikely to happen; fad dieters just don’t know
how. They were not taught what it takes to keep the weight off.

Hey, if you’re one of those people who has to start on a Monday,
just practice until Monday. Start now, but count these next few
days as a warmup. When your Monday comes, you’ll have hit the
ground running, and you’ll be a step ahead of yourself!
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This book will both educate you on the types of habits to change
so you can eat a more sensible diet and move enough, plus it will
point you in the right direction for your next steps.

One of the things that the people we interviewed had in common
was channeling their voracious appetites for food into a voracious
appetite for fitness or nutrition. They read books, listened to
podcasts, and watched videos, all to learn more about methods
that would ensure their success before they had a chance to fail!

3. Have a next plan
People who successfully lost fat sometimes got it right the first
time, but most times their success followed failures. Knowing that
the last time failed is a primary reason why people don’t try again;
instead, they wait for the ‘perfect plan’ or to hit rock bottom
(sometimes it’s rock bottom again).

4. Every meal counts & every meal stands alone
At some point, you will realize that each of your meals counts and
empowers you to change the way you look and feel. You will not
change if you keep eating the diet that got you to be bigger, the
diet that feels convenient, or many Thanksgiving sized meals.

Most of the successful people we studied already had a next plan
for when the current plan wasn’t working; but they never strayed
from their path. They had educated themselves on their options,
and had a good one ready to go.

You will change when you look at your plate and know that your
good choices will get you there. Don’t worry if one meal isn’t
perfect, but make sure at least 90% of your choices are in line
with your goals.

What if you find that your current method is making you
miserable? What if it’s simply not working? Take a lesson from us,
via our most successful clients, and never stop.

If you fall off the bandwagon, get right back on it. If you fail at one
meal, then follow it with another and another, pretty soon you
will see yourself battling pounds that you shouldn’t have had to
battle in the first place.

…and never stop learning.
Read, digest, plan. Always know what your next potential step is
going to be. If you don’t know, read more or ask! Just never stop,
because starting again is really, really hard.

Successful dieters do not look at one bad day of eating and give
up. They keep going. To them, every meal stands alone.
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5. Permanent fat loss is the ultimate goal

At this point you’re probably wondering “what do these
successful people know that I’ve missed all this time?” You might
also be wondering why there was no mention of what to eat and
what not to eat. No lists of dos and donts. Don’t worry, that’s
going to come, but the most important take away here is that
success comes from really wanting it. After you want it, it’s
important to plan, do your ‘research,’ always know your potential
next move, be willing to learn from your mistakes and never let
them destroy your progress and momentum!

You can achieve the fat loss you are looking for, but the key to
continued healthy weight is to maintain the habits that got you
there. This is why it’s so important to internalize habits that make
you happy, and allow you to maintain them long term. Those are
habits that are designed to counteract the everyday negative
effects of lifestyle: work, stress, bad nutrition, lack of exercise.
Give yourself time to see which habits really work for you, and
make those the basis of your new lifestyle.
One of the things that I love about our systems is that they allow
you to find the methods that work for you, rather than shove our
choices down your throat. Sure, we’ll guide you and advise you,
but in the end, you’ll learn what works for you, where you need
help, and what comes naturally.

Five common denominators of weight loss success
1. The time is always right

Maintaining your new lifestyle should be fun and easy, especially
after you get into the swing of things.

2. Have a plan

We’ve interviewed a lot of successful dieters over the years, and
the successful ones lead truly different lives today, yet none of
them left their old selves behind. They still have their friends, and
their families haven’t shunned them because of weird dietary
habits. In fact, their dietary and lifestyle habits are now probably
pretty close to those of their naturally slimmer and fitter friends
and family.

4. Every meal counts & every meal stands alone

3. Have the next plan

5. Permanent fat loss is the ultimate goal
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The ‘causes of obesity’ list
Below, you’ll find just a partial list of common ‘causes of obesity’
as portrayed by any number of gurus, the government, diet
books, headlines, or product marketing sales pages:

Why is it so hard to lose weight (and keep
it off)?
Before I lost weight (and kept it off), I’d lost weight many times
before. It’s hard in a way, but not exactly hard hard.

• carbs, starch, sugar, fructose, high fructose corn syrup

Every time you try and fail OR succeed and gain it back, it
becomes that much harder the next time. Not necessarily
physically harder, but mentally harder. Quitting smoking is harder
the 10th time, because you’ve quit nine times before, so why try?

• grain, wheat, gluten

If you think or know you will fail, it’s hard to knuckle down and get
it done.

• high reward foods – foods that are too tasty and readily
available

It’s all your fault AND It’s not your fault

• fast food and processed food – high reward…

• fats, saturated fats, omega-6 fats

• meat, red meat
• calories in, calories out – eating too much, moving too little,
eating too much and moving too little

• salt, sodium, msg

I think most of us realize that obesity isn't caused by just one
thing, but there are many people ‘out there’ in the media, writing
for bookstore shelves and the internet who point to just one thing
as the cause of obesity.

• pesticides and/or chemicals in food
• hormones (our own hormones)
• hormones (in our food)
• diseases or conditions (Hashimoto, PCOS, hypothyroid, etc.)

Because there are so many causes of obesity, it’s fair to say that
‘they are to blame for causing it,’ but we are to blame if we let
those things continue to control us.

• syndromes (Type 2 Diabetes, Metabolic Syndrome, Leptin
Resistance, etc.)
• etc, etc

Let’s look at a list that I’ve compiled, shall we?
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While ‘alternative’ nutrition gurus claim that it’s the carbs, sugar,
genetically modified foods, artificial sweeteners, preservatives, or
pesticides that are to blame, many people eat these things and
seem to be doing just fine (meaning that they are slim, trim, and
seem pretty healthy).

of the most brilliant people out there often look with blinders on,
refuse to discuss the other aspects because they think it will
confuse the issues, feel that the other aspects are insignificant, or
possibly play games for more insidious reasons (money, power,
money, prestige, money…). Who can know for sure?

On the other hand, the government and its minions often say that
we eat too much and move too little, yet their advice to “eat less,
move more,” isn’t exactly working. It may actually be good advice,
if people were willing and able to follow it, but most people have
a hard time eating less, much less moving more.

Some of you are familiar with the low carb, primal, and paleo
worlds out there on the internet, and you might even be familiar
with names like Gary Taubes, who tends to point the finger at
carbs. Taubes is both right and wrong, but so are the people who
say that he’s full if crap. Calories matter, carbs matter, and they
matter more to certain people, depending on what conditions,
genetics, and syndromes they might have.

Why does this fail? There are many reasons, but a popular ideas is
that eating less provides less energy, which gives you less energy,
which then triggers your body to slow down, even when you don’t
realize it.

Yet, when you read the arguments (more like fights without fists),
it’s an all-out battle of all or nothing; either it’s the carbs or it’s
the calories, and when it’s suggested that it might be a
combination of the two, both sides roll their eyes. At least we
have consensus there!

There’s a similar effect when you ‘move more’ – spend more time
on the treadmill or elliptical, and you might find yourself
subconsciously eating more, just to give yourself the energy to
spend more time on those machines.

The tipping point
So, what is the dieter to do?

The list of ‘causes’ is a long one, so to think it’s just one thing is
naïve. Obesity is a multifaceted issue, and many things play their
part. Don’t get caught up in a one size fits all solution. It's not just

As we look up and down that list, a lot of these things probably
overlap (hormones and syndromes, for instance), but even some
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the calories and it's not just the high reward foods, just as it's not
just the sugar.

“Circumstances will not get better. Your success is going to be
about managing your circumstances, not changing them.” – Man
on Top

Our bodies are amazing. They are resilient and ‘designed’ to
survive the worst. As a result, our foods, hormones, calories,
activity, lifestyle, carbs, etc. all work together very well to keep
you fit and lean as long as possible...until they suddenly don't
work anymore.
Some people call it the ‘tipping point’ where too many things get
piled on top of each other (stress, excess food, lack of sleep, poor
quality food, too much sugar, etc.) until one day things get too top
heavy, and everything topples over. The tipping point was
reached, and you tipped.
At some point, our bodies can’t take it anymore, and suddenly all
of the things that worked before, all conspire against you to make
you fatter or keep you there.
When you do manage to lose it, you might still be ‘broken,’ and
when your body does what it needs to put the weight back on, it
does so because that's what it thinks you need.
There are truly things that are not your fault, but that doesn't
mean you can't do something about the overall situation. There’s
always something you can control, and you do your best to
manage the rest.
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numbers keep changing. Do you remember how to figure that
out from school? Me, neither.

People can lose weight by counting
calories

• doesn't work because people might be eating the wrong
things in the wrong amounts, leaving them hungry and
unsatisfied, until they can’t take it anymore, and then eat A
LOT more just to feel satisfied.

…including me.

• doesn't work because people fail to realize that those
formulas (whether it’s Weight Watchers points, Zone blocks, or
the calories in the formulas in so many books) are merely
estimates or starting points, and never an exact science.

In 2003, I dropped 75lbs by counting calories, so don't tell me it
doesn't work.
It's frustrating to listen to a paleo, primal, or low carb podcast, or
read a book on the evils of sugar or processed foods, and hear
variations of "as we now know," "as we see," or "as has been
proven," as a precursor to "counting calories doesn't work."

It does work
Whether they are lying, being disingenuous or merely lazy with
their speech we may never know, but what they mean to say, or
should say, is that counting calories...
• doesn't work for long because people get tired of it or get
frustrated when progress slows
• doesn't always work because the math doesn't always work.
It’s like algebra, where you have to solve for x and the other

...and so they eventually stop counting calories, stop dieting, and
become a statistic or anecdote that's improperly used to show
that counting calories doesn't work.
In the end, counting calories does work if you keep counting them
and realize that all of those formulas and values are estimates and
starting points. Work with them, be willing to adjust them, and
they can work for you, as my 75 pound weight loss shows.
Do I think counting calories is the best way to go about weight
loss and keep it off? No, but not because it doesn't work, but
because it tends to be unsustainable. I no longer count calories,
except out of periodic and rare curiosity. For years, it was fun and
comforting, but after a while, it got old, so I moved on.
If you do count calories, eventually, you should consider weaning
yourself off of counting them before you flip out and give up.
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Once you've developed the good habit of healthy levels of eating
and exercise, never stop, just find a way to do it that doesn't make
you want to quit.
One of my favorite sayings is "always know your next plan before
quitting this one." If you're getting restless with any diet, that's
the best time to start reading your next nutrition book or to start
asking questions. In the meantime, keep on keeping on.

Calories count, but you don’t always have to count
calories
So, do I recommend counting calories? Not usually, at least not at
first. Journaling or logging your food is an important first step, and
there are many other techniques that can be used to limit calories
and portion sizes, all without counting, weighing, or measuring.
My step father just lost 20lbs, and all by merely logging and
consciously deciding to reduce his portion sizes!
Remember, calories count, but you don’t always have to count
calories.
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shallots, beets, golden beets, beet greens and other greens,
kale, carrots, parsnips, jicama, radishes, mushrooms, etc.

People don’t need to count calories to
lose weight

…and yes, I know some of these are technically fruits or fungus.

That’s right, most people can lose weight by eating low carb,
going paleo, or living the primal life. …again, including me.

The above two categories are the basis of a ‘real food’ diet, and in
most cases, people can eat what they want of them and still lose
weight.

Eventually, I got tired of counting calories, weighing my food, and
measuring everything, and adopted a more ‘real food’ approach
to eating.

Why? These foods tend to be hard to overeat, so even when they
do have a lot of calories, you tend to get satisfied quickly and stay
satisfied longer.

What is ‘real food?’
The paleo diet, The Primal Blueprint, and our own Real Food Reset
are all good examples of what I mean by ‘real food,’ but I also
have to admit that the term isn’t exact. ‘Real food’ is more of a
philosophy about food than a dictionary description, but the
bottom line is that it emphasizes:
• Protein sources like meat, poultry, eggs, fish, dairy, etc.,
and even bacon and sausage!
• Vegetables like all the green leafy ones, broccoli, avocado,
cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, artichokes, green
beans, snow peas, sugar snap peas, asparagus, zucchini,
squash, eggplant, tomatoes, peppers, onion, garlic, leeks,

In addition to your protein sources and your vegetables, a ‘real
food’ diet will contain moderate amounts of:
• Added fats, like butter, olive oil, and ghee.
• Fruits
• Nuts and seeds

Fruit, nuts, seeds, and dairy aren’t bad, per se, but they shouldn’t
be foods to focus on for those of us who are trying to lose weight
(or keep it off). These foods are condiments, side dishes, snacks,
desserts, and ingredients to be added to real meals, not the basis
of meals in and of themselves.
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“It’s calories in, calories out”

“But wait, I’m a vegetarian!

Well yes and no. it’s actually ‘calories in, something mysterious
happens, calories out,’ but no one wants to agree to that!

…and I can’t eat some of the protein sources you suggest!“

Just as I’m frustrated by the low carbers telling people that
counting calories doesn’t work, I get frustrated when the ‘eat less,
move more’ types say that ‘real food’ diets don’t work. Some also
say that they ‘merely work by reducing the calories that you eat.’

To get adequate protein in a real food vegetarian diet, focus
on eggs, dairy, and legumes. You can also purchase rice, pea
and hemp protein powders to prepare shakes to fill in some
gaps.

I understand and respect your choice to not eat meat.

Vegetarians can fall for some of the same marketing tricks that
sell processed foods to the omnivores. Words like low fat, low
sodium, low calorie, non-dairy, vegetarian, and vegan
splashed across a box of processed crap doesn’t make it less
crappy.

Fine…
True.
It’s arguing for arguments sake.

Because the vegetarian diet can be s little more limited, it can
be even more important to focus on solid nutrition and good
sources of real food vs. bagged, boxed, and processed foods

The truth is that all successful diets work by reducing the number
of calories that you eat and/or increasing the number of calories
that you burn via exercise and activity. ‘Real food’ diets do this by
focusing on foods that are filling and harder to over eat, are more
satiating, and have a low calorie density.
As you probably noticed by their absence, high calorie foods
(dominated by carbs and sugars) are not on the ‘real food’ list. It’s
not that you can’t eat them, but you certainly don’t use them as
the basis of the diet, at least while fat loss is your primary focus.
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Ok, what if you ate the original fast food sizes instead of your
usual? How much less does that cost?

I can’t afford to start losing weight

Is there a better way? Sure, eating healthier can make losing
weight easier, quicker, and more painless, but in the meantime,
you know what do.

I hear (or read) these excuses all the time; “It's too expensive to
eat right” or “the gym costs too much.”
Are these valid objections, excuses, or merely misconceptions? I
don't see that people are necessarily making excuses, but they are
falling prey to popular misconceptions about diet and exercise. As
a result, they never start, and they stay overweight.

1. "It's too expensive to eat right."
Is it also too expensive to eat less food? Hmm…

I can also save you some money in the long run. What about the
doctor bill? Getting sick can be expensive. If you work for yourself,
missing work can be very expensive.
What about clothes? Buying new clothes because you outgrew
the last ones can be expensive. Bigger clothes, themselves, are
expensive, too. Have you noticed that clothes at Target and
Walmart go up a few bucks once you get into XXL? We're not
talking a big clothes style or section, but the very same polo shirt
costs more for the big guys.

Sure, I would prefer that you eat right and focus on healthy food,
but fewer Oreos can only help. You can start eating less cereal. At
lunch, a small burger and a side salad costs less than a big burger
combination.

“But Roland, organic food is so expensive.” This is a comment
made by someone who was eating donuts and candy every day,
and using the cost of organic food as an excuse…

By the way, do you know that when McDonald's opened, a single
burger and a little bag of today’s ‘kid's fries’ was what all
customers ate?

2. "The gym costs too much."

There were no double burgers and no super-sized fries.

Maybe, but, why do you have to workout in the gym? What do
most of the people in gyms do? Cardio and resistance training,
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neither of which actually requires a gym! And, by the way, losing
weight requires neither.

Of course, even our "Kickstart" may be too much for some,
especially in the beginning. Don't let that stop you. Drop me a line
and we'll chat. My email address is rdenzel@gmail.com.

Let's start with cardio. The misconception is that cardio burns fat,
but the reality is that living life burns fat just as well, especially if
you don't eat too much food.

The bottom line is that gym costs should not hold you back from
getting healthier and losing weight, because you don’t have to go
to a gym. There are many good ways...

Cardio does burn more calories than just sitting around, so it can
help, but, if you're eating too much or finishing your cardio with
Gatorade, forget it. Zero. Fat. Burned.
Resistance training, whether it's weights or those fancy machines
with all the pads and cables, doesn't really burn fat directly, but it
does tell your body what to do with your fat and your muscles
when it's time.
A good resistance training plan tells your body to preferentially
burn fat when you're dieting. When you do have a meal, it tells
your body to put on some muscle and retain that bone density. All
good stuff.
My wife and I wrote a program that almost anyone can use to get
going with their training – The Beginner's Kickstart Training
Program, which is included in the training section. Check it out for
a good workout that won't require a gym membership.
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• Eating the SAD, but less of it

Don’t let perfection be the enemy of
progress
Since we were just talking money, know that you don’t have to
eat expensive, organic, grass fed, free range, and pastured meat
to lose weight.
The Hierarchy of Awesomeness is subject to interpretation based
on dietary goals, finances, your state of health, and your dietary
leanings toward meat, grains, and all that stuff.
At the top, we have most awesome, and at the bottom we have
the SAD, or Standard American Diet, which we American are
proudly spreading around the world!

The Hierarchy of Food Awesomeness
• Grass fed, pastured, free range, sustainable, wild caught,
organic meat, fish, eggs, veggies, nuts, seeds, and fruit
• ‘Regular’ meat, fish, eggs, veggies, nuts, seeds, and fruit
• Making almost any food at home, from scratch
• Eating ‘healthy’ options at restaurants

• Eating the SAD

As you can see (I hope), there’s a lot of good that can come in
between the SAD and ‘perfection.’ The hierarchy is not set in
stone, and there are many ways you can modify the list, mix and
match, make your diet better, and even get healthy and lose
weight.
“The perfect is the enemy of good” – Voltaire, writer, historian,
and philosopher
"Give them the third best to go on with; the second best comes
too late, the best never comes." - Robert Watson-Watt, developer
of Britain’s WWII early warning radar system
“The difference, in results, between 90% adherence to your
nutrition program and 100% adherence is negligible.” – John
Berardi,PhD, PrecisionNutrition.com
“If you align your life with the [Primal Blueprint] principles 80% of
the time, consider yourself on course.” – Mark Sisson, author The
Primal Blueprint
…and my personal favorite, because it’s short and sweet.
“Don’t let perfection be the enemy of progress.” – various

• Eating ‘less crappy’ at restaurants
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Then, underneath that, start logging. Draw a line across the page
and write this stuff down:

What, you have no journal?

Date -- Every day you start fresh. Every day is a new opportunity
to make it happen.

You probably don’t know you should have a journal, do you? You
probably don’t know that journaling helps you to lose weight. It’s
my job to tell you.
Now, I don't care what you call it; a log, a journal, a workout diary,
or a food and exercise tracker, just have one. Keeping track of
food and activity lets you go back and make adjustments later.
Studies show that people who keep a journal of their diet and
exercise habits are far more likely to succeed. A log or journal can
be simple or complex, paper or electronic, but have one, and
greatly improve your chances of success.

Food – Write down everything you eat. Everything. You don't
need calories or grams of fat, but just the list of foods, the times
you ate them, and how much you ate.
Activity– When you exercise or move around, write that down,
too. All of it.
Here’s an example to give you an idea…

Starting right now, write these topics on page one:
• today's date
• your weight
• your body measurements (belly, waist, thighs, butt, etc.)
• your current clothing sizes
• any health notes
• any goals
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Journal every day
You might be surprised to hear that many people begin to lose
weight merely by using a food and activity journal. When you
write it down, there's less mindless eating, you tend to make
better choices. You also might move around a bit more. These
things are often enough to get you going in the right direction,
and don't cost a thing.
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and you can't sustain your progress. Too many reasons to quit, so
you do.

Fat and Happy

We both noticed, in retrospect, that our decisions to be happy
(with ourselves, with our lives, with our bodies, etc.) were the
secrets our fitness success.

A while back, my ex-wife and I were awkwardly talking about the
weather while we waited for one of the kids to come and save us.
During our conversation small talk, I asked her whether I should
shave my head (I'm losing my hair). Whenever I'd had very short
hair in the past, she would call it my ‘mean hair.’ She said I looked
mean, so she didn't want me to do it.

I clearly remember the day that I decided to he happy. It was a
conscious decision. In fact, I firmly believe that we can trick
ourselves into being happy, just by acting happy. Granted, if
you've got issues, get help, but still be and act happy.

This time, she said to go for it. Obviously, being the ex, it means
she doesn't have to see the mean hair on a regular basis, but
when I asked about it, she said that wasn’t it. Apparently I had
scowled a lot in the past, and the shorter the hair the more
obvious the scowl. She said I don't scowl anymore.

We can probably all relate to the vicious circle that occurs when
we are sad.
• Sad lets us wallow.
• Sad justifies overeating.

I do remember that scowling feeling, which is long gone. When I
think back to those days, I'm reminded that I was fat back then,
too. Not fat and happy, fat and sad. Sad about all sorts of things,
but I always remember thinking that I would be happy if I just
wasn't fat. A sandwich would make me feel better, though...

• Sad lets us feel better about skipping the workout to watch
some rerun on tv.
• Sad means that the eating the whole ice cream container is
reasonable.

This week, I've also talked to a friend of mine about this. We
compared stories and we both came to the conclusion that the
desire to fix our bodies to make ourselves happy always failed.
Always. You might do better for a little while, but things mount up

• Sad can lead to fat.

We all get that. And, of course, if we just weren't fat, we'd be
happy? Nonsense.
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Try to reverse the vicious circle.

Unfortunately, I didn't know what to tell people back then. I didn't
know why. I just didn't binge. Now, I know why. I had decided to
be happy.

Stick with it. At the worst, being happy inspires and influences
those around you. You want them to be happy, right? Be happy
yourself, and spread it around. It will come back to you and help
your own mood. Sort of a reverse vicious circle, right there.

Don’t do it alone

The ‘jolly fat man’ is a myth, by and large. There may be some
exceptions, but many seem to be using ‘jolly’ as a cover. He's
kidding himself at best. But, get yourself happy and you'll be on
the road that you want; at the very least, it will be easier. Your
own little reverse vicious circle, right there.

You think you can do it alone, but don’t try it. Reach out to
someone, whether it’s your doctor, your pastor, or your therapist.
Get help and get support.

happy vs. Happy
It's still not all easy
It took me many happy months of dieting to lose the weight, but I
did it. And, you know what? I was hungry, but it was easy. I wasn't
fighting binges and cravings like I had in every previous diet. But,
the diet was no different. No magic. I just wanted it that time. I
still do because I'm still happy.
I remember my early weight loss days, when my support system
was found at calorieking.com, where I had a reputation for not
binging. Weekly, I would get messages asking me the secret to my
"not binging."

There's a difference. I like to use upper and lower case "H" when I
describe the mentality vs the current mood.
Yes, even in my head.
Be a Happy person, but don't sweat the times when you will still
be sad. There are still good reasons to be sad. Even Happy people
go to funerals and cry. They just recover and go back to being
happy, even when you’re sad about the loss.
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Fat and happy
If you Google "fat and happy," you get a bunch of crap. It includes
sites that tell you that you can remain fat (and happy) and stay
healthy. Perhaps this is true…
In my opinion, if you are contributing to a philosophy that justifies
staying fat (despite being healthy), you might have happiness
issues.
Personally, I think it's a rationalization. You may be healthy and
fat. Good blood profile, etc. But, you're telling me that you
actually WANT to be fat? Then why did you download this book?

I got my copy at the bookstore, but Amazon works, too. It's an
excellent book, and I’ve purchased it several times, and given it
away each time. One day, I hope to get it autographed, and then
I’ll hang on to it forever.
However you choose to do it, you owe it to yourself and those
around you to be happy, so take that first step and get yourself
happy, whether it’s through a doctor, a therapist, a book, your
pastor, or a support group!
Get yourself happy.

Happiness is a Serious Problem
Dennis Prager is a radio talk show host, and the author of
Happiness is a Serious Problem (CLICK HERE). Dennis was
instrumental in getting me happy for the first time.
I’d accidentally listened to his “Happiness Hour” on the radio one
day. Soon, I started listening every week, and soon after that, I
had to have more, so I bought his book. It’s a very short and easy
read, and broken down into small chapters that can be read over
time.
I highly recommend it, even if you’re already a happy person;
ccan’t we all be happier?
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Step Two: Take fish oil

Kickstart your diet
Earlier in this book, I talked a lot about food, but I didn’t really tell
you what to do.
This is the part where I tell you how to start. I’m going to keep it
short, sweet, and simple, so there’s really no reason to NOT start!

Many dieters have found that the mere addition of 3-5 grams of
fish oil each day kick starts their fat loss. Fish oil is also prescribed
to help with motivation and energy, to reduce inflammation
throughout the body, and for a healthier heart, making fish oil
almost seems too good to be true.

Yes, a food log.

Fish oil is available in most drug stores and online, in capsule or
liquid form. I prefer capsules, while my wife prefers the liquids.
Either is fine, just take it. I have links to recommended brands in
our Amazon Store (TheFitInk.com/amazon-store), but in the
meantime, I recommend you start with a bottle from Costco or
the drug store while you wait for your online order to show up.

You don't have to count calories, and you don't have to change
your diet. Just write down whatever you eat. Everything.
Somewhere.

Be sure to check with your doctor if you take any medication or
have any conditions that might be affected by fish oil, which can
have a blood thinning effect in some people.

Step One: Journal

Remember that journal I talked about earlier? Do it. Journal it.
Write it down.
Recording your food makes you aware of what you eat, and many
people lose weight from this step alone.

Step Three: Walk
Walking is overlooked when it comes to weight loss, but those
who keep up their steps lose more weight and keep it off. Aim for
about 10,000 steps a day, but just start.
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• Journal

A pedometer is a cheap and easy way to see how well you're
doing, but an electronic gadget like a Fitbit or Jawbone Up is even
better!

• Fish oil
• Walk

Whatever you do, don’t wait until you have a gadget to walk, just
walk. Walk to the store to buy a pedometer, even.

• Veggies

At this point, take a week and just concentrate on steps one
through four, then come back and follow Step Five, next.

Step Four: Eat your veggies!
Make sure to add vegetables to every meal. Most of us don't eat
enough veggies.

Step Five: Pick the low hanging fruit

Veggies fill you up and keep you full longer. They also take longer
to eat than many other foods, so there is more time for your brain
to realize that you're no longer hungry, and signal you to stop
eating. A helpful tip: Start your meal with your veggies, raw or
cooked, and then eat the rest of your food.

Remember that journal from Step One? Read it and then pick the
‘low hanging fruit’ out of your diet.
What is ‘low hanging fruit?’

Low hanging fruit, noun
Ok so far?

1 – the fruit that grows low on a tree and is therefore easy to
reach

Feeling good about all this, I hope.

2 –a course of action that can be undertaken quickly and
easily as part of a wider range of changes or solutions to a
problem: first pick the low hanging fruit

Simple steps, so far. No math, no 'don't eat this,' no starvation
diets...
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We’ll look at the second definition, since it’s unlikely that #1 is
going to be a problem unless you live in a peach orchard…

program, The 30 Days of Real Food. The Real Food Reset is
available on Amazon, in paperback and Kindle.

Go back through each day of your journal, and circle the items
that are big in calories and/or low in satisfaction. See what you
can drop or change for big calorie savings, whether it's snacks
during an afternoon meeting or simply swapping out your 1,400
calorie lunch burrito for a 700 calorie burrito bowl.

Man on Top is our flagship book, and contains our dietary system
rather than an ‘eat this, not that’ or ‘you must count calories’ diet.
It includes a complete training program for working out at home
or in the gym.

Small changes can mean big results if you're committed. For some
people, a few of these minimal steps are all that it takes to lose
the weight they want. If you find that you need more, take
another look at steps two through five; pick up the pace on your
walks or borrow a dog that needs walking, make sure you're
eating enough veggies, and there's almost always more low
hanging fruit.

For even more program recommendations, be sure to subscribe
to our blog (TheFitInk.com) and our newsletter
(TheFitInk.com/Contact)

Step Six: Pick out your next program
The perfect diet and exercise plan is beyond the scope of this
book, but I hope we’ve given you plenty to think about and
consider. Just starting the Kickstart should start you on your road
to fitness, health, and fat loss, but I know you’ll want more.
The Real Food Reset is our newest book on nutrition, health, and
weight loss. It’s based on our popular and very successful
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The goal of this program
Just because it’s free, don’t feel like this is a nothing or throw
away workout. It’s not. You get out of your workout what you put
into your workout. Train hard and you will see progress AND be
more ready when you start your next program! Train hard and
improve your diet, and you will be rewarded with fat loss and
better conditioning, and you won’t feel like such a newbie when
you hit your next program.

Kickstart your exercise
Everyone is looking for the perfect training routine, and there’s a
tendency to do nothing until you find it. To make matters worse,
if you find it online, you have to order it, get it shipped, open it,
read it, digest it, plan for it, then (finally) start it.
You’re likely reading this because you’re wondering where to
start. You want to be in better shape and you landed here. Folks
all over the internet will recommend a variety of books and
programs for you, but no matter what they say, in the end, it’s
going to take time to decide, buy, download, read, plan, shop,
pack the gym bag, etc, etc. etc.

The actual program (or “what to do”)
We promise to keep this easy and light, so I’ll use some bullet
points to make my points. Here’s the gist of it.

The solution? Do this program. Start it now. It’s free, a short
read, and it’s a good jump start on your actual program, which
you haven’t even decided on, right?

• Four weeks long – that’s it. Four weeks

Instead of doing nothing and continuing on being ‘the way you
are,’ jump on this program. It’s free, about 4 weeks long, takes no
real planning, and instead of ‘starting Monday,’ like everyone
does, you can start right now with NO DOWNSIDE! Check it out!

• No gym required

In short, The Kickstart is designed to be the thing you do when
you’re wondering what to do.

• A good lead in toward your next program – you’ll start off
stronger and better conditioned, and better able to train hard!

• Little to no equipment needed – the floor, a chair, maybe a
jug of water or a dumbbell for added weight?
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• Will not conflict with your next program – of if it does, that
means your next program is lame
• Builds good habits – We promise not to give you bad ones,
that would be bad, and we’re more the good types. Got it?
Good.

The workout exercises

There are also two acronyms commonly used in exercise
programs: AMRAP and ALAP. AMRAP means “as many as
possible,” and ALAP means “as long as possible.”

The warm-up
A warm-up is always a good idea and ours is quick and easy.
Other than just warming your body up, it prepares you in a few
ways:

You have done many of these exercises in school, and while some
may seem new, you will quickly learn how to do them properly.

1. It prepares your nervous system for the workout to follow;
making sure you can execute movements properly and more
effectively.

The program is up to four weeks long and consists of a warmup
and a training circuit workout. A circuit is merely a string of
exercises done one after another.

2. It primes your joints, which are not evenly lubricated due to
our daily postures at work
3. It improves energy transport to the muscles.

You can do the Kickstart Workout two or three times per week,
but try to skip at least a day between workouts. Feel free to start
with two per week, and add a third as you get better or more
confident.

4. Prepares muscle groups that have been weakened and left
inactive by everyday life for the workout to come.
5. It gets your brain in learning mode, allowing you to do new
exercises better.

Let’s come to terms, shall we?
You will see a few words here that require explanation, starting
with the word “glutes.” This is just a fancy word for butt, so when
you see “squeeze your glutes,” just know that we mean squeeze
your butt cheeks.
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At the end of this section, all exercises are listed on one page.

Warm-up exercises
The exercises are listed in order of appearance in the program.

Joint rotations – Rotate each of the major joints (neck, shoulders,
elbows, wrists, hips, knees, ankles) at least five to ten times in
each direction, starting from the top down; gentle neck rolls,
shoulder circles, wrists circles, bending left to right at the waist,
rotating your hips, bending your knees and rotating your ankles.

Pushups plus – Get down on your hands and knees and lock your
elbows. Make sure that your low back is neutral and your abs are
tight. Drop your ribcage down and let your shoulder blades come
together. Keeping your elbows straight, push up with your
shoulders so that your shoulder blades spread apart.

Do ten sets of Joint Rotations.

Do ten sets of Pushups Plus.
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Glute bridge – Lie face up and bend your knees. Squeeze your
glutes and raise your hips off the floor forming a straight line. Do
not use your low back. Lower yourself to the starting position and
repeat for ten reps.

Front Planks – Get in a pushup position, and drop to your elbows,
making sure your body is in one straight line from ankles through
hips to neck. Do not round your upper back; rather focus on
maintaining this position using your abs. Keep your butt cheeks
tight and a straight lower back. Hold for as long as possible.

Do ten sets of Glute Bridges.
Note: If you are not ready for a full Front Plank yet, you can do
them on your knees instead of with legs straightened.
Do one Front Plank, holding for as long as possible.
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Split stance rotation – kneel down on one leg and put the other
one in front. Stand tall and put your hands behind your neck.
Keeping your elbows out, rotate towards the front knee and
return to neutral, keeping your abs and hips in place.
Perform ten Split Stance Rotations, switch legs and do ten more.

Rockbacks – Get down on your hands and knees and lock your
elbows. Make sure that your low back is neutral and your abs are
tight. Curl your toes under. Sit back, pushing with your glutes and
keeping your low back neutral. If your pelvis starts to curl under,
it’s time to go back. Return to the starting position and repeat for
ten reps.
Perform ten complete Rockbacks.
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Face the wall Ys– Stand close to a wall and stretch your arms up
and wide in the Y position. Use the muscles between your
shoulder blades to bring your arms away from the wall, while
keeping your shoulders down and elbows straight. Hold for a
second. Return to the start position and repeat for a total of ten
times.

Jumping Jacks – Start with your feet together, hands at your
sides. Jump and spread your feet to just beyond shoulder width,
and simultaneously bring your arms up and together. Jump back
to the starting position and repeat for one minute.
Perform one set of Jumping Jacks lasting one minute.

Perform ten sets of Face the Wall Ys.
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The Kickstart Workout exercises
The exercises are listed in order of appearance in the program.

Pushups –Get in the classic pushup position, with your hands
under your shoulders. Keep your abs very tight as you slowly
lower yourself down, with your ankles, knees, hips, upper back
and head in one straight line. Lower yourself until your shoulders
are lower than your elbows and push yourself back up. Do as
many as possible. Do as many as you can.

Reverse lunges – Stand with your feet at hip width. Step back
with one foot. Lower your body until your knees reach 90
degrees. Keep your back straight and your abs braced. Pause and
push yourself back to the starting position. After you have
completed ten on one leg, switch legs and do ten more with the
second leg.
Perform ten Reverse Lunges with each leg.

If you have trouble doing more than 5 pushups, you can elevate
yourself and put your hands on a chair seat, stool, counter, or
table. It really works!
Perform as many Pushups as possible.
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Wall slides – Stand with your back against a wall and your feet
slightly out from the wall. Raise your hands above your head with
your forearms and hands in contact with the surface. Use your
shoulder blades to pull your arms down the wall until your elbows
are lower than your shoulders. Over time, you will improve and be
able to stay in better contact with the wall and be able to lower
your elbows further. Don’t force it and don’t stick your chest out.

Chair Squat – You will squat down onto a chair, bench, or low
wall. Stand with your feet about shoulder width, with your feet in
line with your knees. Squat back and down, extending your arms
as far as you need in order to counterbalance. Don’t let your
lower back round. Touch the chair and use your glutes to stand
back up. Repeat for the rest of the reps.Note: If the Chair Squat is
too easy, substitute the Goblet Squat, below.

Perform ten Wall Slides.

Perform ten Chair Squats.
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Note: the Goblet Squat is an option instead of the Chair Squats.
You do not have to do both exercise.
Goblet Squat – Stand with your feet at shoulder width and hold a
dumbbell or jug of water in both hands at chest level. Sit far back
until your thighs reach parallel, keeping your back straight. Use
your glutes to push yourself up.

Bent Over Ts – Assume a wide stance, bend at the hips, pushing
your butt back and keeping your back straight. Drop your arms
straight down with your thumbs pointing at one another. Keeping
your spine neutral, pull your shoulder blades together, and raise
your arms at your sides using only the muscles of your upper
back. Hold for a second, then return to starting position and
repeat.
Perform ten Bent Over Ts.

Perform ten Goblet Squats.
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Side Planks – Lie on your side and place your elbow directly under
your shoulder. Put your hips, knees, and ankles in line and push
yourself up. Hold this position for as long as possible (ALAP) and
then repeat on the other side.
If you are not ready for a full Side Plank yet, you can do them
resting on your knees instead of with your legs straightened
Do one Side Plank on the right, holding for as long as possible,
then switch sides and do one Side Plank on the left, also for as
long as possible.

One Leg Glute Bridges - Lie on your back and bend your knees.
Lift your butt off the floor, squeezing your glute as hard as you
can, making sure you are not using the back of your leg or your
lower back to lift yourself up. Lower yourself to the floor, pause,
and repeat for a total of ten Glute Bridges per side.
Do ten One Leg Glue Bridges per leg.
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What about cardio?
Cardio is optional. If you want to do some on your training day,
always do it after the workout so you can give your workout your
all.
You can also do cardio on your off days. Many people find 20-30
minutes of cycling, rowing, or brisk walking to be a good addition
to their training.

Bird Dog – Get down on all fours. Relax your back and brace your
abs. Extend your right arm and your left leg, keeping your low
back neutral. Hold for as long as possible (until you feel unstable),
and then slowly lower your arm and leg under control. Do five
Bird Dogs on each side.
After you’ve finished all Bird Dogs for one side, repeat on the
other side.
This is the last exercise of your Circuit, so take your time and do
them right, even if you need to rest between attempts. You will
do a TOTAL of ten Bird Dogs, five on each side.
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The Kickstart Workout
Warm-up
Joint rotations x10
Pushups plus x10
Glute bridges x10
Front Plank, ALAP **
Split stance rotation x10 times with each leg.

Schedule
Remember, you should skip at least a day between workouts.
Week 1 – On your workout days, do the Kickstart Workout Circuit
once and you’re done.
Week 2 and 3 – Rest one minute, then repeat the Kickstart
Workout Circuit one more time.

Rockbacks x10
Face the wall Ys x10
Jumping Jacks for 1 minute

Training Circuit
Pushups, AMRAP *
Reverse Lunges, x10 per leg

Week 4 – Rest one minute, then repeat the Kickstart Workout
Circuit two more times, taking a minute in between circuits.

Workout Notes
*AMRAP – As many as possible
**ALAP – As long as possible

Wall Slides, x10
Chair Squats or Goblet Squats, x10
Bent Over Ts x10

Cardio is optional. If you want to do cardio, do it do it after the
workout or on your off days.

Side Planks, each side ALAP **
One Leg Glute Bridges, x10 per side
Bird Dogs. X5 per side
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You are ready!

Congratulations, you’ve gotten this far, which means that you’re
serious about doing what it takes to change!

Next, I talked about the factors that go into gaining, losing, and
maintaining your weight, and while the factors going into the
problem are many, the solution is fairly simple, assuming YOU ARE
READY to make a change!

In the Introduction

The myths

In the Introduction I talked about the common denominators of
weight loss success, remember?

After that, I talked about some common diet myths, including the
idea that calories don’t count, and the opposite myth; that
counting calories never works. Both are false:

Now what?

Calories DO count, even if you don’t count them.

Five common denominators of weight loss success

You CAN lose weight, even without counting calories with a
good ‘Real Food’ plan.

1. The time is always right
2. Have a plan
3. Have the next plan

The cost of a good diet

4. Every meal counts & every meal stands alone

Then, I covered the costs of healthy living, and the false choices
that dietary and fitness perfectionists put on us.

5. Permanent fat loss is the ultimate goal

Everything is relative, and every step toward better eating and
better activity DOES count. It’s not all or nothing…
“Don’t let perfection be the enemy of progress.”
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Fat & happy?
Are you happy already? Are you ready to break the cycle of
emotional eating? Are you still using food as a way to ‘feel
better?’

The No Time To Workout Workout is good at home and in the
gym, and features short and sweet metabolic workouts that build
strength and shed fat, all in a minimal amount of time.

Get help, read books, get support. Do what it takes to get happy
again, and I think you’ll find that a lot of things are easier, even
beyond losing weight.

You are on your way

It’s time to get happy and take back the kind of life you know you
deserve!

You’re ready to Kickstart your life, or maybe even start your next
program!

Kickstart!

You’ve come far, just by reading this book.

You have the power to change your own life, and the only
barriers are the ones that you let stop you.

Finally, there’s the Kickstart to… well, to kickstart your new life!
Follow the Kickstart diet and exercise plan and make a change
NOW! While you’re seeing progress, plan for your next step!
If you enjoyed the Kickstart Training program, and want to make
even more progress, checkout The No Time To Workout Workout,
which is a great next step program. It’s our home based, one
dumbbell workout designed for people who are busy or just want
to train at home.
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About the author

I lost a lot of fat and a lot of weight, and I’ve kept it off for over
ten years now. In these ten years, I’ve learned a lot, and my quest
to get fit and trim has morphed into a passion for fitness and
nutrition that I didn’t know I had hidden inside of me.

“Hi, my name is Roland Denzel, and I used to be fat.”
Like I said, I used to be fat (I lost over 100 pounds), but now I’m
not. I was fat for the first 35 years of my life before deciding to
take care of things.

That passion has led to competing and training in Kettlebell Sport,
in addition to becoming an IKFF certified kettlebell coach.
As someone who’s always been passionate about food and
cooking, I’m proud to say that my weight loss journey has also
spawned an interest in healthier eating. I’m a self-taught cook,
unless you count Sunset Magazine and Julia Child, but a large part
of my nutritional education comes from Precision Nutrition,
where I got my certification as a Precision Nutrition Coach.
Together with my wife, Galina (or Galya), I’m the author of:
Man on Top: Lose Fat, Get Fit, and Control Your Weight for Life
The Real Food Reset : 30 days to lose weight, kick cravings & feel
great!.

Me, at ‘year zero’ and again after having lost the weight and
kept it off for over six years.

If you enjoyed this book
…you can stay in contact with me by subscribing to our
newsletter, where we share tips and tricks, nutrition and exercise
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news, and lifestyle. Click HERE to subscribe or visit
TheFitInk.com/Contact
I’d love to hear from you on Facebook, where I answer questions
about all things related to fitness and nutrition, in addition to
calling frequent BS on the myths that are keeping you from your
goals!
Thanks for reading, and I look forward to hearing from you!

Roland Denzel
Eat Well, Move Well & TheFitInk
TheFitInk.com
rdenzel@gmail.com
Facebook.com/RolandDenzel
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